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Graphene Oxide The Vector For Covid-19 Democide

By: Ariyana LoveBy: Ariyana Love

A shocking new discovery was revealed in April 2021, when Health Canada
recalled over a million KN95 face masks containing the highly toxic industrial
chemical called GRAPHENE. The poisonous masks came from China’s
Shandong Shengquan New Materials Co. Ltd.

Following the announcement, Spain recalled millions of masks containing GRAPHENE yet
children worldwide are still being forced to wear these poisonous masks in schools.

I wrote about the GRAPHENE based hydrogels back in April. They’re scientiQcally called
“Nanotubes” or “Nanoworms” and they’re being used in face masks and PCR swabs: Masks
And Covid Tests Contain Nanotech Vaccines Without Informed Consent.

Global Research published this article entitled: Face Masks Contain Graphene, A Poisonous
Substance.

GRAPHENE hydrogels are being intentionally marketed to kids as “nano-silver” and sold online
in face masks. — See report.

LA QUINTA COLUMNA

I was approached by the Spanish-speaking WikiLeaks / Anonymous group in mid-June and
asked to look into La Quinta Columna’s extensive research into Graphene Oxide as the
potential vector for Covid-19 drug delivery. I especially trust the Spanish Wiki-Anons because
they stood beside me when I was wrongfully targeted and cancel cultured by black anons
and obvious gatekeepers, in 2019.

On June 25, La Quinta Columna (The Fifth Column) broke the news on a Spanish television
show — El Gato al Agua, that toxic GRAPHENE OXIDE had been found in massive quantities
in the PQzer “vaccine” analyzed by Dr. Pablo Campra of Madrid and other biochemists and
academics at the University of Almeria, on the initiative of La Quinta Columna. The small
group of Spanish researchers is headed by Dr. Ricardo Delgado and Dr. José Luis Sevillano,
Investigative Journalist Ramola D. revealed.

On June 29th, Europe Reloaded covered La Quinta Columna’s analysis of the PQzer serum
under microscopy that was published by Orwell City.

La Quinta Columna then released a game-changing report on June 30th, demonstrating that
GRAPHENE OXIDE is the key ingredient in PQzer’s “Covid-19 vaccine” serum. It’s evident from
La Quinta Columna’s websitewebsite the amount of time they invested in researching GRAPHENE
OXIDE.

From Quinta Columna’s research, I learned that a company named NanograJ is
manufacturing GRAPHENE OXIDE Nanotubes and intranasal vaccines for Covid-19 drug
delivery. NanograQ also manufactures face masks! Now that’s very damning evidence!!

Investigative Journalist Ramola D. then published an excellent article to The Everyday
Concerned Citizen on July 5th, highlighting La Quinta Columna’s discovery and how
GRAPHENE OXIDE causes blood clotting and magnetism.

A second Spanish research team independent from Quinta Columna found GRAPHENE
OXIDE as the predominant ingredient in AstraZeneca’s serum, reported State of The Nation.

Dr. Jane Ruby, a medical professional of 20-years and a pharmaceutical whistleblower picked
up the story and discussed these vital revelations on the Stew Peters Show, on July 14th.
She emphasized that the only reason PQzer’s Covid-19 serum would contain over 99%
GRAPHENE OXIDE “would be to mass murder people”.

Dr. Ruby then returned to the Stew Peter’s Show on July 21st, to release more
groundbreaking news about the horri[c blood contamination of people who took the
PQzer and AstraZeneca injections. AstraZeneca by the way means “weapon that kills” in
Sanskrit.

A third research team from Argentina analyzed a vial of the Moderna’s Covid-19 serum on
July 21st and found that it contained 99.5% GRAPHENE OXIDE under spectroscopy, as
reported by Orwell City.

We now have not one, but three independent scientiQc studies establishing that the PQzer,
Moderna, and AstraZeneca serum all contains over 98% to 99.5% GRAPHENE OXIDE
NANOPARTICLES!

MAGNETISM AND MIND CONTROL

All the “Covid-19 vaccines” and now ju “vaccines” are manufactured using the same
GRAPHENE OXIDE nano-technology.

There are hundreds of videos online demonstrating how the vaxxed have become
magnetized. The unvaxxed are also becoming magnetized by transmission from the vaxxed
to the unvaxxed.

GRAPHENE OXIDE is a nanoparticle. These nanoparticles become magnetic when they reach
the same temperature as the human body, according to scientiJc reports.

Global Research news channel is also covering Quinta Columna’s research and the
magnetism phenomenon: Graphene Oxide Particles in Covid mRNA “Vaccines” Causing
Magnetism?.

World renown scientist and media mogul Mike Adams from Natural News, is also
researching and reporting on this developing story where he reveals that: Graphene-based
“neuromodulation” technology is REAL: Press release from INBRAIN Neuroelectronics
describes brain controlling biocircuits using AI-powered graphene.

Nano-tech GRAPHENE OXIDE is
superconductive and highly integrative with
neuron cells in the brain, as this scientiJc
paper reveals.

The molecules of GRAPHENE can interact
with neurons in the brain in a remote mode
using dikerent radio-frequencies (5G could
be one of these). They can map the brain
and transmit and receive INSTRUCTIONS
remotely.

The European Union invested one billion
euros in a project called “The Graphene
Flagship“ in 2019, spawning nine companies and 46 new GRAPHENE-based products.

INDUSTRIALIZED GRAPHENE OXIDE

GRAPHENE OXIDE is already being widely used as an industrial chemical. We Qnd it in
electronics, aeronautics, energy, agriculture, cosmetics, medicine, textile production (also
clothing), food processing, and buildings. The globalists intend to build “smart cities” using
this nano-particulate substance and it’s already being sprayed on humanity via Bill Gates
“smart dust”.

Graphene Oxide Nanoparticles Are Being Sprayed On Humanity

GRAPHENE OXIDE has already been aerosolized for dissemination over populations through
aerial spraying (chemtrails). Pentagon scientists developed the technology in a Kazakhstan
bioweapons lab. Please see the video (2 min.).

This NATO plane was Qlmed spraying GRAPHENE OXIDE from above. Please see the video
(17 seconds). And Qnally, this Italian study provides additional proof that we are being
sprayed with GRAPHENE FAMILY NANOPARTICLES.

We’re literally being saturated with this industrial poison which has been intentionally
inserted into everyday items such as face masks, food, clothing, water Qltration, sanitary
pads, tampons, diapers, and more. It’s being used in the Covid-19 “testing” swabs and now
we know it’s the key ingredient in the “Covid-19 vaccines”. This article highlights 60 uses of
GRAPHENE.

Here’s a one-minute video clip of Moderna’s CEO Stephane Brancel bragging to the World
Economic Forum about it taking just two days to create their “Covid-19 vaccine”. How is that
possible unless it’s synthetic?

GRAPHENE OXIDE MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

In recent years, GRAPHENE has been exploited in the biomedical Qeld, particularly for DNA
sequencing and the development of biosensors. It’s presently being used for gene delivery
and to administer drugs into biological cells.

This article by Natural News contains links to the exact science papers describing two
decades of research into all this: IT’S REAL: Science paper documents “self-assembled
magnetic nanosystems” for cybernetic biocircuitry interface and control systems in
humans, including “DNA hydrogel” tech.

Dr. Carrie Madej and I have been reporting on the GRAPHENE Oxide Hydrogels which allow
for self-replication, disassembling and reassembling, and ballistic drug delivery to cells. The
programmable nanoparticles also pass through the blood/brain barrier, causing PRION
(auto-immune disease).

WATCH! Graphene Oxide Activates By Cell Phone EMF Frequency Radiation

The GRAPHENE Hydrogels literally grow a new neural network inside the human body and
do so extremely rapidly. This was observed by a Slovakia team of researchers.

GRAPHENE’s thermal property and electrical conductivity make it a superconductor. The
artiQcial neuron network can receive and transmit signals and can be externally controlled
through 5G frequency and AI. GRAPHENE Family Nanoparticles contain drug-chemical
payloads for mRNA “gene therapy” and it’s being deployed without Informed Consent.
GRAPHENE OXIDE is the vector for Moderna’s “operating system” and the sad reality is that
the vaxxed will transform into genetically modiDed humans within about 48 hours after
inoculation. This is how advanced the technology is.

CRISPR

The Qrst human genome project using GRAPHENE was initiated in 2001. GRAPHENE OXIDE
was developed by CRSPR, PQzer, Moderna, and BioNTech as mRNA gene therapy to cure
cancer but due to its cytotoxicity (cell death) in healthy cells, this highly toxic industrial nano-
chemical was never approved for use in humans.

CRISPR accelerated the development of the Qrst Genome Sensor, the world’s Qrst DNA search
engine that runs on CRISPR-Chip technology. It can literally google genomes to detect genetic
mutations and variations.

The jagged edges of GRAPHENE OXIDE Nanoparticles are super sharp and super strong,
easily piercing through cell membranes in human lung, skin, and immune cells, suggesting
the potential to do quite serious damage in humans and other animals. GRAPHENE OXIDE
has 100 times the strength of steel.

GRAPHENE OXIDE is great for DNA sequencing (cutting and splicing of genes) and it’s perfect
for evil eugenicists who want to pretend to be God’s and genetically enslave the rest of
humanity. This substance is extremely dangerous to humans and to the environment.

TRANSMISSION

Europe Reloaded reports: “Graphene Oxide has a certain magnetic resonance band, beyond
which it becomes excited, which in turn leads to rapid oxidization of the material. When the
oxidization level exceeds certain body biomarkers, it triggers a collapse of the immune
system and a cytokine storm, typical of ‘severe Covid-19’.”

At least 90 scientiJc studies show the toxic ekect of GRAPHENE OXIDE in the human body
produces the same clinical ekects as Covid-19! These symptoms include programmable cell
death, blood coagulation, platelet aggregation, clotting, cytokine storms, thromboses,
pneumonia (ju-like symptoms), injammation of the mucous membranes, loss of taste and
smell. It blocks detoxiQcation in the body by blocking glutathione, creates a metallic taste in
the mouth, destroys the immune system, and magnetizes people, especially at the injection
site.

Please see: Graphene Oxide Blockbuster: It Causes CV Symptoms and is Present in all
Aspects of Diagnosis and Treatment

Also see: Video: Graphene Oxide: A Toxic Substance in the Vial of the COVID-19 mRNA
Vaccine

GRAPHENE OXIDE Toxicity was researched and discovered to be a vector for transmission in
mice, enabling PQzer’s “self-replicating vaccines”.

“The common administration routes in animal models include AIRWAY EXPOSURE
(intranasal insuSation, intratracheal instillation, and inhalation), oral
administration, intravenous injection, intraperitoneal injection and subcutaneous
injection. The major exposure route for GFNs (Graphene Family Nanoparticles) in the
working environment is AIRWAY EXPOSURE, thus INHALATION and intratracheal
instillation are used mostly in mice to simulate human exposure to GFNs.”

Here’s a second peer-reviewed study conQrming that Graphene Oxide toxicity transmission
from the vaxxed to the unvaxxed is airborne. This means GRAPHENE OXIDE is received from
the vaxxed to the unvaxxed by inhalation.

GRAPHENE OXIDE COLOR

Cytotoxicity depends on the size of the
GRAPHENE jakes and the content of oxygen.
It’s possible to tweak the GRAPHENE to be
more or less toxic. It is in fact possible to get
GRAPHENE OXIDE in a clear liquid serum by
reducing its oxygen content into a Reduced
Graphene Oxide (RHO). By doing so, it will
increase toxicity.

Treating GRAPHENE OXIDE with hydrazine
both removes the debris and reduces (both
deoxygenations) the dark GRAPHENE sheets.
Reduction of a clear GRAPHENE OXIDE
solution using Sodium Dithionite will cause
the microscopic GRAPHENE jakes to
reappear “out of nothing”.

Reduced Graphene Oxide is sold as a clear serum in India for example, herehere.

Informative video on Graphene Oxide

Conclusion: DEMOCIDE

These were never “vaccines” against a virus, instead all the time it was a secret nanotech
project developed to reach and control the brains of the human population. People have
been already magnetized with GRAPHENE which is present in masks, Covid tests, chemtrails,
injuenza, and Covid “vaccines”.

We now have three comparative studies proving that GRAPHENE OXIDE is the vector for the
Covid-19 BIOWEAPONS drug/chemical delivery. These are not “vaccines” but mRNA gene
therapies and industrial chemicals without authorized use in humans.

The pharma cartel is Qnished! People will never trust big pharma again. These companies
are making a killing poisoning us and terraforming our environment. Nanoparticles are
programmed either for good and healing or for ill intent. These programmable robots aren’t
just randomly used. This technology obviously got into the hands of the wrong people
(eugenicists) or it was developed with the intent to Democide.

GRAPHENE OXIDE NANOPARTICLES is the perfect vector to carry the spike protein poisons
that were cultivated in moths, enhanced, and weaponized in labs. GRAPHENE OXIDE
NANOPARTICLES is the perfect vector for transmission into healthy cells by injection, air
inhalation, and medical devices (masks, swabs, needles).

Transmission is not caused by the shedding of viral loads because there is no virus.
“Coronavirus” and Covid-19 are the distractions while governments conduct Democide on all
the world’s population. This is a biological attack on our DNA. We are being literally
saturated with GRAPHENE FAMILY NANOPARTICLES and the only good news is that you can
detox it out of your body.

Our best legal teams, World Freedom Alliance and World Doctors Alliance have advised that
we are now beyond Genocide and surviving a DEMOCIDE. This is an extinction-level mass
culling. Genocide is when a government targets a speciQc demographic or religious group
like Africans, Native Americans, Jews, Muslims or poor people, for example. Democide is far
worse than Genocide because governments are targeting the entire population of men,
women, and children for worldwide depopulation.

So please, STOP paying taxes at once! The only way this war will end is when we end it and
the only way to do that is to stop feeding the Beast. We must march in droves to ALL federal,
state, and local parliaments and city council buildings. Surround those buildings until
government leaders come out. We must take back what’s ours. Remember, we own it all. We
The People already have the legal backing of Reiner Fuellmich’s team at the World Freedom
Alliance.

Finally, I agree with La Quinta Columna’s assessment when they said, “Every person who
has been inoculated with this substance with that graphene oxide nanotechnology has a
fuse, dynamite, a time bomb that’s ready to explode by the activation of a microwave.”

DETOX

I will make a separate blog with all the ways you can detox yourself from Graphene Family
Nanoparticles and Graphene Oxide.

ADDITIONAL ARTICLES

Please seePlease see the latest news release from Quinta Columna herehere.

Please see: FEMA whistleblower with Celeste Solum in her latest interview (very important!)
on Frequency Wars, herehere.

Please see: Dr. Roger Hodkinson Blows Whistle To Reiner Fuellmich and reveals that Covid-
19 is aerosolized through the sweat glands.

Please see: CDC withdraws fraudulent PCR testing protocol that was used to falsify covid
“positives” to push the plandemic

Please see: The Vaxxed Are Being LiqueJed & Spread On Crops (Video 1 min.)

••••

See original article hereSee original article here

••••

Read more Read more COVID related articles by AriyanaCOVID related articles by Ariyana

••••
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About the Author: Ariyana LoveAbout the Author: Ariyana Love is a Goodwill Ambassador to
Palestine (ICSPR), Chairwoman of an international foundation, a
Human Rights Defender, Journalist and an Activist. Find out more
about Ariyana by visiting her Blog at Ambassador LoveAmbassador Love. Also visit
her new site Meta Nutrients (International) FoundationMeta Nutrients (International) Foundation.
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Stay tuned to …Stay tuned to …
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The Liberty Beacon ProjectThe Liberty Beacon Project is now expanding at a near exponential rate, and for
this we are grateful and excited! But we must also be practical. For 7 years we have
not asked for any donations, and have built this project with our own funds as we
grew. We are now experiencing ever increasing growing pains due to the large
number of websites and projects we represent. So we have just installed donation
buttons on our websites and ask that you consider this when you visit them. Nothing
is too small. We thank you for all your support and your considerations … (TLB)

••••

Comment Policy:Comment Policy: As a privately owned web site, we reserve the right to remove
comments that contain spam, advertising, vulgarity, threats of violence, racism, or
personal/abusive attacks on other users. This also applies to trolling, the use of more
than one alias, or just intentional mischief. Enforcement of this policy is at the
discretion of this websites administrators. Repeat odenders may be blocked or
permanently banned without prior warning.

••••

Disclaimer:Disclaimer: TLB websites contain copyrighted material the use of which has not
always been speciDcally authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such
material available to our readers under the provisions of “fair use”“fair use” in an edort to
advance a better understanding of political, health, economic and social issues. The
material on this site is distributed without proDt to those who have expressed a prior
interest in receiving it for research and educational purposes. If you wish to use
copyrighted material for purposes other than “fair use”“fair use” you must request
permission from the copyright owner.

••••

Disclaimer:Disclaimer: The information and opinions shared are for informational purposes
only including, but not limited to, text, graphics, images and other material are not
intended as medical advice or instruction. Nothing mentioned is intended to be a
substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.
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9 COMMENTS ON GRAPHENE OXIDE THE VECTOR FOR COVID-19 DEMOCIDE

 Paul OCTOBER 3, 2021 AT 3:26 AM

This whole article is anti-vax conspiracy rubbish.
No independent test has ever found graphene in the vaccine.
The LA QUINTA COLUMNA story was lies. The Spanish university in the study said
results were inconclusive (no graphene) and it was an anonymous vial delivered by a
messenger service that could have come from anywhere.
The analysis is an orcial study from the University of Almería. However, the
university has “unequivocally” distanced itself from the analysis that claims to have
found graphene oxide in a vial of the PQzer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. The
university also made it clear it doesn’t endorse the analysis.

 Fake Everything SEPTEMBER 30, 2021 AT 4:54 AM

Graphene oxide is carbon. Carbon has 6 neutrons 6 protons and 6 electrons.
Embrace the suck of 666.

 clamman SEPTEMBER 29, 2021 AT 3:22 PM

It’s obvious that a bevy of new facilities producing billions of doses with no legal
liability are likely to be producing a lot of contaminated junk.

Unfortunately, the author of this article is abysmally ignorant about the subject
matter, and copypasting a lot of bullshit.
– No vaccine is 99% graphene oxide.
– No, the mRNA jabs don’t use graphene oxide to ‘shotgun’ mRNA into cells.
– No, “Dr. Jane Ruby” didn’t prove a manufacturer was using graphene oxide in the
pQzer formulation – in her presentation she switched webpages to a dikerent
product without informing the viewer.

I didn’t have time to trackdown every pellet in this shotgun spray of claims, but
neither did the author, apparently.

 Julian O'Neill SEPTEMBER 22, 2021 AT 4:53 AM

On reply to Lee, This author leaves out THE most essential information, and that is
that there is no actual evidence for the sars coV2 Covid 19 virus whatsoever!!! It is all
a BIG HOAX. And this is so for all viruses. Virology is founded on pseudoscience.Dr.
Sam Bailey destroys the Poison Covid911 Jab Promoters
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-sam-bailey-destroys-the-poison-covid911-jab-
promoters_1gDt4w67OFOGTJp.html Once we understand this then other things fall
into place. How BOTH the UK ‘death’ minister, and the US Dr Death himself, Fauci
made sure to demand toxic drugs be used on the elderly etc which caused
symptoms ad death blamed on ‘Covid 19’ and was called the ‘Qrst wave’ and then
once they got the poison injections rolled out there now are many many people
sukering all degrees of injury, and death, and THIS is being blamed on covid 19 and
‘variant’s of this made-up virus!!

 Michelle naylor SEPTEMBER 17, 2021 AT 11:55 PM

How do I Qnd the detox please help before it’s too late 

😩

 Lee AUGUST 29, 2021 AT 12:34 PM

Most people –including scientists, doctors, and other formally educated folks– are
rather profoundly perplexed and befuddled by the various absurdities of the Covid
crisis (e.g., the back-and-forth shifting of scientiQc decrees, the censorship of valid
data, the presence of graphene oxide in Covid vaccines, etc.). They cannot really
make sense out of it all.  At best, they can DESCRIBE the absurdities but they cannot
explain why it is happening.

Why is that? It is because they lack pieces of vital knowledge, whose lack hinders and
disables accurate coherent full understanding (therefore, it impairs the proper
decision-making process and the potential for profound constructive action).

Those “missing” pieces of knowledge right in front of our noses are described in a
comprehensive article  called “The 2 Married Pink Elephants In The Historical Room –
The Holocaustal Covid-19 Coronavirus Madness: A Sociological Perspective  &
Historical Assessment Of The Covid “Phenomenon”” by Rolf Hefti at https://www.rolf-
hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html

Without a proper understanding, and full acknowledgment, of the true problem and
reality, no real constructive change is possible.

 Johanna Baker AUGUST 11, 2021 AT 2:44 PM

Please. What is the detox for graphene. Where can I Qnd it?

 This article was posted by TLB StaU AUGUST 10, 2021 AT 3:07 PM

Sharing TLB articles to other platforms is always permissible, but thanks for the
request.

 Estefania Iñiguez AUGUST 10, 2021 AT 2:11 PM

Qué tal, mi nombre es Estefania Iñiguez, soy doctorante en psicología, además de
una empedernida invesgadora, pido permiso para utilizar la información brindada
en esta página para poder difundir a mi público, siempre dando créditos a quien lo
busco, por supuesto.

Muchas gracias por la atención.
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